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The modernisation tendency which is specific to the informational society we live in, 
has also entered the Romanian educational process by offering an alternative to the 
education system (public or private) by means of the distance learning. This type of 
education represents a flexible form of the teaching activity conceived for the needs of 
those who want to learn without interrupting their professional activity. In the case of the 
distance learning, the educational offer is centred on the student’s needs, this one being 
placed in the centre of the education process, at the technological integration of the 
distributed education resources, respectively. 

Since 1998, many universities in Romania have set up specializations for the distance 
learning form or they are about to set up this kind of education and they have also 
improved necessary programs for its deployment. 

Nowadays, in the superior public education system in Romania, according to the G.D. 
no. 676/28th of June 2007, there are 56 universities and academies among which 36 
universities have besides the daily form, the no attendance and distance learning forms. 

Apart from the 1738 accredited or temporarily authorized specializations of these 
universities, 206 specializations have besides the daily education, the no attendance and 
distance learning forms. In the below figure, the distribution of these university degree 
fields for the distance learning is presented.  

Figure 1. Distribution of the university degree fields for the distance learning 
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